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Putting your
passion to
work is what
we do here at
CrankIt Fitness

Get to know
CrankIt Fitness
CrankIt Fitness was founded in Australia in 2010 by
fitness industry expert Owen Bowling.
Since then customers and trainers from all over the
world have embraced CrankIt Fitness products and
courses for their versatility, quality programming
and world-class education.
We specialise in functional fitness and with a global
presence, we have the industry experience that will
help you thrive as a fitness professional.
Getting qualified is just the beginning. At CrankIt
Fitness we can provide a wide range of fitness
industry products, education and career
opportunities to help you succeed.

Why choose CrankIt Fitness
Our experience

Internationally Recognised

Put simply, we are Personal Trainers,
coaches, business owners, a team that has
been in the Fitness Industry their entire
careers.
Our trainers have over 30 years’ industry
experience, have seen the revolution of the
fitness world and have set their sights on
making a global impact.
This starts with you, the student!

We have globally recognised qualifications,
developed on an online platform using the
latest in web-cam technology and software.
This online personal training course is (in our
opinion) the best and we stand by what we
are teaching.

Career pathway
Getting your qualification doesn’t just stop
and end there. We aim to set you up for life,
introduce you to industry partners and
develop your skills beyond that of any other
Personal Trainer before you.

Inspire
your
clients

Kickstart your career
Certificate III in Fitness SIS30315
Become a leader, a motivator, a mentor
Gym Instructor
Gym Club Manager
Administration Officer
Sales Consultant
Fitness and Diet Plan Coordinator
Assistant Trainer

Certificate IV in Fitness SIS40215
The personal training qualification you need
Personal Trainer
Specialised Children’s Trainer
Specialised Aged Trainer
Fitness and Diet Plan Coordinator

Training for SIS30315 Certificate III in Fitness and SIS40215 Certificate IV in Fitness is supplied by IFA Training RTO 32433.
IFA Training is the company that issues all statements of attainment in regards to registered qualifications

Why Become a Personal Trainer?
Many people become personal trainers because they have a
passion for health and fitness. Experiencing the results of a fit
lifestyle first-hand creates a desire to share that knowledge.
Helping others achieve and maintain their fitness is a rewarding
career and creates job satisfaction for those that pursue this path.

What is your role as a Personal Trainer?
Personal trainers get to enjoy flexible schedules and high earning
potential. However, like any new career it takes time to build up
and start a culture for your clients. We like to say, “you get what you
give, and it takes time.”
Don’t get discouraged if it isn’t everything that you thought it would
be right in the onset. Set a realistic timeline for reaching goals, and
remind yourself that Rome wasn’t built in a day.

Where can you work as a Personal Trainer?
Personal trainers are only limited by their imagination. You can be a
traveling trainer or a community park trainer or a cruise ship
trainer, the work settings are vast and can be tapped into when
you set your mind to it. If you start working for a local club, great! If
you’ve never worked as a trainer, we recommend working for a
club to get your feet wet and learn the ropes.

Studying Personal
Training online Is it difficult?
No, we've made it easy to follow

Flexibility

Study around the clock

Develop skills

CrankIt Fitness offer an online learning experience using the latest
innovation in learning technologies. Plus you will receive a digital logbook
to be completed at a gym of your choosing*

Getting started
Your career in fitness begins with Certificate III & IV .
Aspiring trainers start with CrankIt Fitness because we
deliver a student experience like no other. We work
primarily with start-up trainers, and we're always here to
help you on your journey. Let us how you why CrankIt
Fitness qualification is a great place to start

What you will learn
The SIS30315 Certificate III
in Fitness qualification can
provide you with the
knowledge and skills to
competently deliver and
instruct a variety of exercise
programs in a group setting.
Upon successful completion
of your course, you will be
able to seek work at gyms,
men and women’s health
clubs and spas, in fitness
studios, on cruise liners and
resorts and clubs across the
country.

Become a leader, a motivator, a mentor.
Be the first person someone sees when they step inside a
gym, create motivating fitness programs, manage
administration tasks, and deliver group fitness classes. This
exciting course will give you the skills and knowledge to
enter the fitness industry today.

Course Overview
Studying Fitness coaching or becoming a Personal Trainer
online
This online course can provide you with the knowledge and
skills to competently deliver and instruct a variety of exercise
programs in fitness centres or outdoor environments.
Training with CrankIt Fitness can prepare you to work with
individual clients or small groups, with skill levels ranging
from beginner and intermediate through to advanced.
The course platform is online and gives you 24/7 access. You
will also have available assistance from trained industry
professionals within business hours, 8am – 4pm.
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What you will learn

Course time frame

The SIS30315 Certificate III in Fitness qualification
can provide you with the knowledge and skills to
competently deliver and instruct a variety of
exercise programs in a group setting.

CrankIt Fitness Training’s flexible study options
allow students 24/7 access to the online portal,
preparing them for the workforce faster than ever
before.
Students have up to 12 months from the point of
their enrolment to complete all their study
requirements, including assessments.

Upon successful completion of your course, you
will be able to seek work at gyms, men and
women’s health clubs and spas, in fitness studios,
on cruise liners and resorts and clubs across the
country.

Fees & Payment
We offer flexible payment plans for our students. Pay
upfront or select a 0% interest payment plan over
3, 6 or 12 months!
We encourage students to contact to discuss what payment
options suit
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Course Competencies
There are 16 units of competency.

Core
SISFFIT001 Provide health screening & Fitness orientation
SISFFIT002 Recognise and apply exercise considerations for specific populations
SISFFIT003 Instruct fitness programs
SISFFIT004 Incorporate anatomy and physiology principles into fitness programming
SISFFIT005 Provide healthy eating information
SISFFIT014 Instruct exercise to older clients
SISXCCS001 Provide quality service
SISXFAC001 Maintain equipment for activities
SISXIND001 Work effectively in sport, fitness and recreation environments

Elective
BSBRSK401 Identify risk and apply risk management processes
SISSSTC401A Develop strength and conditioning programs
SISSSTC301A Instruct strength and conditioning techniques
SISFFIT007 Instruct group exercise sessions
SISFFIT006 Conduct fitness appraisals
HLTWHS001 Participate in workplace health and safety
SISFFIT011 Deliver approved community fitness programs
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Course Overview
This online course provides endless opportunities for you to develop and
expand your career in the fitness industry. With a SIS40215 Certificate IV in
Fitness, you can be leading others in the fitness industry, running your own
successful business and living the life you have always wanted. This is your
chance to change your life and the life of others. The SIS40215 Certificate
IV in Fitness also provides you with the knowledge and skills to ensure you
can cater for the needs of all individual clients.

Personal
Training

Specialised
Children's
Trainer

Fitness &
Diet Plan
Coordinator

Specialised
Aged Trainer
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Motivation

WORKING WITH HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
AND USING OPEN SPACES

SISFFIT015 Collaborate with medical and allied health professionals in a
fitness context
SISFFIT016 Provide motivation to positively influence exercise behaviour
SISXRES001 Conduct suitable work practices in open spaces

In this module you will be able to identify skills and knowledge required to promote
exercise and incorporate behaviour change strategies. Identify situations and
conditions requiring guidance from, or the need to work with, medical or allied
health
professionals and describe the skills and knowledge required to plan and conduct
work in open spaces while upholding sustainable practices.

Advanced Nutrition

and health management

SISFFIT025 Recognise the dangers to providing nutrition advice to clients
SISFFIT026 Support healthy eating through the Eat for Health Program
SISFFIT020 Instruct exercise programs for body composition goals

This module teaches you the skills and knowledge to identify when the provision of
nutritional advice is beyond the scope of practice of a personal trainer. It will also teach
you to provide healthy eating information and assist clients within industry endorsed
scope of practice and provide skills and knowledge required to design exercise plans and
programs to change and maintain desired and realistic body composition of clients.

Personal Training
PROGRAMS
SISFFIT021 Instruct personal
training programs
SISFFIT017 Instruct long-term
exercise programs
SISFFIT023 Instruct group
personal training programs
SISFFIT024 Instruct endurance
programs
SISFFIT013 Instruct exercise to
young people aged 13 to 17 years

This module describes the performance
outcomes, skills and knowledge
required to plan, instruct and evaluate
personal training programs / long-term
exercise programs / group personal
training programs / endurance training
programs and instruct and evaluate
exercise for young people aged thirteen
to seventeen years.

Advanced Exercise

Movement

SISSTC301A Instruct strength and conditioning techniques
SISSSTC402A Develop strength and conditioning programs
SISFFIT018 Promote functional movement capacity
SISFFIT019 Incorporate exercise science principles into fitness programming
SISFFIT031 Implement injury prevention strategies
This module will give you the skills to instruct strength and conditioning techniques to
individual athletes or groups. It also provides skills and knowledge required to assess client
movement and exercise capacity / an understanding of exercise science principles into fitness
instruction as well as an understanding of injury prevention into fitness instruction,
programming and provision of fitness advice.

Business
BSBSMB404 Undertake small business planning
BSBSMB403 Market the small business
BSBSMB401 Establish legal and risk management requirements
of small business
BSBSMB405 Monitor and manage small business operations

This module describes the skills
and knowledge required to research
and develop an integrated business
plan for achieving business goals
and objectives / improve business
performance via clear marketing
strategies / comply with all
regulations affecting the business
and skills and knowledge required
to implement a business plan and
modify operations as required.

Fast Track
Personal Trainer

Certification

What you need to know
This Fast Track Personal Training Course is for those who want to make a start in the
industry sooner, who want to just work as a Personal Trainer and have the guts to take the
glory of this fast-track course!
This qualification gives you the complete Personal Training experience, if you’re looking to
start your career as a personal trainer, rather than a group instructor. You will complete 9
key modules of the SIS30315 Certificate III in Fitness, and all of SIS40215 Certificate IV in
Fitness.
This qualification will enable you to work as a Personal Trainer to develop goal-oriented
fitness programs, as well as mentor and assists people in their desire to reach and sustain an
improved level of fitness.

Course Timeframe
IFA Training’s flexible study options allow students 24/7 access to the online portal,
preparing them for the workforce faster than ever before.
Students have up to 12 months from the point of their enrolment to complete all their study
requirements, including assessments.
Practical requirements are a condition of this qualification.

This Fast Track Personal Training Course will give you the
skills and knowledge to kick-start your career as a…

Personal Trainer

Specialised
Childrens Trainer

Specialised
Aged Trainer

Fitness and Diet
Plan Coordinator
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Course Competencies
SIS30315 Core Units from Cert III
SISFFIT001 Provide health screening & Fitness orientation
SISFFIT002 Recognise and apply exercise considerations for specific populations
SISFFIT003 Instruct fitness programs
SISFFIT004 Incorporate anatomy and physiology principles into fitness programming
SISFFIT005 Provide healthy eating information
SISFFIT006 Conduct fitness appraisals
SISFFIT014 Instruct exercise to older clients
SISXCCS001 Provide quality service

SIS40215 Core
SISFFIT013 Instruct exercise to young people aged 13 to 17 years
SISFFIT015 Collaborate with medical and allied health professionals in a fitness context
SISFFIT016 Provide motivation to positively influence exercise behaviour
SISFFIT017 Instruct long-term exercise programs
SISFFIT018 Promote functional movement capacity
SISFFIT019 Incorporate exercise science principles into fitness programming
SISFFIT020 Instruct exercise programs for body composition goals
SISFFIT021 Instruct personal training programs
SISFFIT023 Instruct group personal training programs
SISFFIT025 Recognise the dangers of providing nutrition advice to clients
SISFFIT026 Support healthy eating through the Eat for Health Program
SISXRES001 Conduct sustainable work practices in open spaces

SIS40215 Elective
SISFFIT024 Instruct endurance programs
SISSTC301A Instruct strength and conditioning techniques
SISSSTC402A Strength and conditioning programs
SISFFIT018 Promote functional movement capacity
SISFFIT019 Incorporate exercise science principles into fitness programming
SISFFIT031 Implement injury prevention strategies
BSBSMB404 Undertake small business planning
BSBSMB403 Market the small business
BSBSMB401 Establish legal and risk management requirements of small business
BSBSMB405 Monitor and manage small business operations
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Suspension Courses
Level 1 Suspended Fitness
This course is designed to introduce you to suspended fitness concepts, and
to teach you how to assess and adjust essential suspension exercises and
safely train individuals of all levels.
Learn the underlying WHY behind key exercise techniques and gain a solid
foundation in suspended fitness training.

Level 2 Suspended Fitness
This course is only available to those that have completed the Level 1
Suspended Fitness Course. This course will increase your knowledge in a
variety of functional movement concepts and more advanced Suspended
Fitness exercises.
Learn how functional movement integrates with Suspended Fitness, and the
underlying WHY behind more advanced exercise techniques to gain an
expert knowledge in suspended fitness training.

Kettlebell Courses
Level 1 Kettlebell
If you plan to use Kettlebells in your Training Sessions then this Level 1
Kettlebell course is a MUST. Learn how to assess and adjust essential
Kettlebell exercises to ensure you deliver the exercises Safely and with
Expertise.
Learn the underlying WHY behind key exercise techniques and gain a solid
foundation in Kettlebell Training.

Kettlebell and Suspension Fusion
Learn how to perform and teach an advanced blend of Kettlebell and
Suspension Training fusion exercises.
Kettlebells and Suspended Fitness are two of the BEST Functional Training
Tools and now we have created the ULTIMATE Training system through
combining BOTH.

Train Smarter
Move Better

